Lesson 3

Date

Name

Suffix -ic
The suffix -ic means "relating to" or "like." Adding the suffix -ic to
a word changes it from a noun to an adjective.
The suffix -ic can be added directly to the end of consonantending words.
The silent e or a final y must be dropped before -ic can be added:
volcano + -ic - volcanic.

Add the suffix -ic to the word. Make a new word and write
it. Remember that adding a suffix sometimes changes the
spelling of the base word.

E

1. poet

1C

2. athlete

ic

3. economy

ic

4. aroma

ic

5. antagonist

ic

6. harmony

ic

7. acrobat

ic

8. cube

ic

9. history

ic

10. melody

ic

When you finish, share your work with a partner.

S.
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Name

Date

Selection Vocabulary
decipher v. to figure out the
meaning of something difficult
to read or understand; to figure
out a secret code
enabled v. past tense of enable: to
make able

bulk n. the largest or main part
equivalents n. plural form of equivalent:
something that is the same as another
thing
corresponding v. matching

circulated v. past tense of circulate:
to move around widely among different
places
interpretations n. plural form of
interpretation: an explanation of the
meaning of something

confirmed v. past tense of confirm:
to show to be true or correct
complex adj. made up of many
connected parts; hard to understand
or do

inscriptions adj. plural form of
inscription: something that is written,
engraved, or printed as a lasting record

Choose a vocabulary word or words from the box to
complete each sentence.

CO

3

1. The historian did not know how to
he found.
2. He

copies of the

3. The scholars translated it, then
4. Their translations
the information on the stone.
5. The symbols'
looking for other
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the

on the stone

writing to some language scholars.
their
the historian to understand the

of

sounds added logic to the phrase, so the linguists kept
to complete the phrase.
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Name

Prefix en-/e/n-, Latin Root scribe,
and Suffix -ic
• The prefix en-/em- means "put into or onto" or "to cause to be."
• The Latin root scribe means "to write."
• The suffix -/c means "relating to" or "like."

transcribe
encourage

galactic
eccentric

describe
prescribe

employee
geographic

inscribe
engrossed

Visualizing Strategy
Combine the Latin root scribe with the other word parts
to complete the spelling words.
1. de + scribe =
2. tran+ scribe =
3. pre + scribe =
4. in

+ scribe =

Rewrite the word correctly.
5. ingrosed
6. galaktic
7. encurage
8. ecentric
s(0
<3

q. inployee
10. jeographic
When you finish, share your responses with a partner or small group.
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Name

Adverbs
Example

Rule

Lions patiently stalk their prey.

• Adverbs are words that
describe verbs, adjectives, or other
adverbs. Adverbs tell how, when,
where, how much, and how often.

The herd of antelope quickly
dashed across the plains.

Many adverbs end in -ly.

Underline the adverb in each sentence. Then, write
the adverb in the space provided and write whether
it tells when, where, how, how much, or how often.
1. Lions always live together in groups called prides.
The adverb

tells

2. Usually, the female lions in a pride do the hunting.
The adverb

tells

3. This is because male lions are slower and are easily seen by their prey.
The adverb

tells

4. Male lions keep other lions away from the pride's territory.
The adverb

tells

5. Male lions roar loudly while pacing around their territory.
The adverb

tells

6. Mother lions keep their cubs nearby.
The adverb
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tells
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